
www.sensorso.comS12-18ADSO-5KSB10 - Single Ch-Target Tracker Gear Tooth Sensor
Dynamic Speed Sensor, No Orientation Required, npn 5k pull up resistor, Stainless 12x1mm x 35mm housing,
shielded 3 wire 22AWG 105C PVC, 10 ft

INTERNAL HYSTERESIS, BOUNCE FREE
SOLID STATE (Nothing to wear out!)
TEMPERATURE STABLE
NEAR 0 SPEED OPERATION
DYNAMIC, SELF ADJUSTING

The 18ADSO 'Target Tracker speed sensor provides a digital output that tracks ferrous metal targets. DSO type single channel sensors do
not require orientation to the target and will detect standard ferrous gears from 0 - 32 pitch. These sensors are also ideal for the detection
of gears with uneven tooth spacing, detecting holes in rotating discs, or the detection of other targets such as bolt heads, studs, or other
ferrous features on rotating targets.

The sensor has an internal magnet, and a sensing element at the face of the sensor. When ferrous metal is present, the amount of
magnetic flux increases. When the metal goes away, the amount of flux decreases. The on board logic inside the sensor triggers the output
on when the flux increases, and off when the flux decreases. This acts to self-calibrate the output so that an accurate edge is present at
both the leading and falling edge of any ferrous metal target.

Target Specifications on the next page are per detecting an end-sensed, 14.5 pressure angle, steel spur gear. The presence of ferrous
metals or strong magnetic fields in close proximity to the sensor's internal magnet may invalidate the specifications. Engineers are available
to assist in target design and applications with non-standard targets. Custom target specifications can only be guaranteed when the
customer supplies a target along with any additional components that may affect sensor output, and the customer has validated function in
the finished application.

These sensors power up with the output transistor OFF. This transistor turns ON for the first time on the approach of a tooth. After the first
tooth, they will not miss a target. Note: for NPN sensors, off is a high signal, while PNP sensors off is a low signal. Additional gear tooth
sensors are available. Check our website or contact us to compare all of our gear tooth and single channel speed sensor options.
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